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TO:  Assembly  

FROM:  Megan Croll, President 
  
RE: President’s Report 
    

Below sets out the work being done on my objectives, pursuant to my remit, and work done pursu-

ant to policies passed by Assembly.  

Work done on my objectives: 

Accommodation fees:  

1. #RippedOff Campaign 

We have had almost all postcards returned from colleges, detailing reasons why students are dissat-

isfied with the cost of College Accommodation, and are just waiting on the last remaining ones. Once 

we have all Colleges’ responses back I will be taking these to Stuart Corbridge (VC).  

2. Fee Setting 

Work on accommodation fees continues behind the scenes. We are entering the phase of the year 

where discussions on accommodation fee setting for the next academic year (2019/2020) happen. I 

am writing a report to go to the final SFAAG meeting on June 14th calling for a freeze on the cost of 

college accommodation. I have also arranged a pre-meeting with Owen Adams (Pro-Vice Chancellor, 

Colleges & Student Experience) and Sally McGill (Chief Financial Officer) to discuss the report and to 

pre-empt any obvious hold-ups from the University before the main SFAAG meeting. The University 

are also in the process of working out what is paid for out of college accommodation fees and also 

for tuition fees as well. This will be a hugely beneficial piece of work able to inform accommodation 

fee talks for years to come. 

3. Bursaries  

As part of my work on accommodation fees, I am also looking into the prospect of the University 

offering a more differentiated bursary tier system, more in line with what is offered by Oxford and 

LSE. This would mean that more students would be able to access bursaries and that there wouldn’t 

be such harsh cut off points in the scheme. I am currently in the research phase of this piece of work 

and will be looking to draft a proposal to go to SFAAG before the end of this year. This is something 

that the University are generally receptive to, based on initial talks.  

Student Consultation: JCR Pres Comm have seen and provided feedback on the framework and I am 

intending to take it to MCR Pres Comm ASAP. In the meantime, I am pressing forward with getting 

the document implemented in the University. I have had confirmation from the VC that the best way 

to progress with this is by taking it through the University Executive Committee (UEC), which is a 

joint committee of Senate and Council. I will be writing a report asking for UEC to review the frame-

work and adopt it into University policy. This will be done in the next few weeks with a view to it go-

ing to a UEC meeting before the start of the next term. Once implemented, this document will re-

quire the University to take specified consultation steps when making a change that will impact the 

lives of students.  

Work done because my remit requires me: 

Senate – Senate was cancelled due to the snow. 
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Council – The University has changed their mind about the naming of the 17th College. After having 

previously committed to allowing students to have input into the new college’s name, the University 

have now withdrawn this commitment and are going with naming it after a donor. I am extremely 

unhappy about this decision and have contacted the Palatinate to spread this news more widely to 

students. Council will have happened again on 13th March so I can also provide a verbal update on 

this meeting. 

Finance Committee – All papers were closed.  

Differential Pricing – The idea of differential pricing for college accommodation has been put to one 

side by the University. It was decided that there is not enough disparity between rooms to justify a 

differential price at this stage. In place of this however, the University are looking into the possibility 

of implementing a new bursary scheme with additional tiers (as mentioned above).  

University & Colleges Union (UCU) Strike – I have been in contact with Marek Szablewski (UCU rep-
resentative for Durham University) throughout the strikes so far and have been working with SU 
staff to ensure the most up-to-date information is available on the Union’s website for all students. I 
will also provide a verbal update from Marek in the meeting. We have offered hot drinks (in the 
form of using our hot water tap at Dunelm House) and biscuits to striking staff over the past couple 
of weeks. I met with Alan Houston (Pro-Vice-Chancellor, Education) where we discussed the impact 
of the strike on exams and summatives. Alan indicated that changes to exam question policy would 
be released by the Academic Support Office after the strike is over. At this stage, there was no clear 
response on the idea of students getting refunds due to the strike’s impact on their education - Alan 
said that he would consider this after the strikes were over as only then will the full impact be real-
ised.  

Work mandated through democratic processes (i.e. Assembly passed policy):  

Divestment – There has been some hold up with this. I have been assured that it will go to Council 
on 13th March and will be able to provide a verbal update on whether it passed at the Assembly 
meeting.  

Mitie Group – We are still waiting to hear which provider has won the tender and so it is still unclear 
whether this will be Mitie or not. I have since had a discussion with members of the University about 
the possibility of an ‘Ethical Gate’ that could be implemented before we accept any tender docu-
ments for contracts. This would ensure that appropriate ethical checks were made on a company 
before we even consider them as a provider.   

Cut College Costs - Update on progress on accommodation fees is above. The addition of a focus on 
bursaries available to more students will also hopefully mean that more students are able to enjoy 
the college experience.  


